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GRADE 2

Discussion Questions:
   1. Where did people get the colors from in this
       story? 
   2. What do you think you could use from nature 
       to make colors? 

Discussion Questions:
   1. How can you test minerals to find harness?
   2. Why is it helpful to know the harness of a mineral?

Discussion Questions:
   1. What materials do artists use to make hard and
       soft sculptures?
   2. What other materials could you use to make
       sculptures? 
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4 Discussion Questions:
   1. Where could you find a mosaic?
   2. How would you make your own mosaic?

Discussion Questions:
   1. Why do some liquids behave differently than
       others?
   2. What makes oobleck interesting?

Discussion Questions:
   1. How did Fatima use science in the story?
   2. How would you design an object that is unique
       to your culture? 

Discussion Questions:
   1. How did Anna Atkins use science to make photos? 
   2. Why is it important to conserve photographs?
   3. What questions would you want to ask a photo
       conservator? 



Smithsonian Science Stories: Grade 2 Physical Science Art in Science—Discussion questions with anticipated 
response 

“Creating Colors” 

1. Where did people get the colors from in this story? (They got colors from bugs, stones, and flowers.) 
2. What do you think you could use from nature to make colors? (We could try making colors from dirt, 

leaves, fruits, or grass.)  

“Mineral Mystery” 

1. How can you test minerals to find harness? (Scratch them with objects like pennies and nails.) 
2. Why is it helpful to know the harness of a mineral? (We use minerals for different things. Some minerals 

need to be really strong so if we use them they don’t break easily and need to be replaced.) 

“A World of Sculpture” 

1. What materials do artists use to make hard and soft sculptures? (Wood, stone, hammers, chisels, clay, 
paper, paste.) 

2. What other materials could you use to make sculptures? (Sand, LEGOs, macaroni, beads, wire, seashells.) 

“Piecing It Together” 

1. Where could you find a mosaic? (In a garden, in a museum, at a craft fair, the blanket on my bed.) 
2. How would you make your own mosaic? (Find loose pieces outside or around my home and paste them 

together into a shape.) 

“Not So Fast, Newton” 

1. Why do some liquids behave differently than others? (Some liquids are thick and need to be shaken or 
stirred to make them flow.)   

2. What makes oobleck interesting? (It tricks you because you think it’s a runny liquid but it changes.) 

“Fatima’s Silver Necklace” 

1. How did Fatima use science in the story? (She made predictions about how her necklace would be made.) 
2. How would you design an object that is unique to your culture? (I would make the object match a shape 

that had special meaning. I would use colors that had special meaning.) 

“Picture Perfect” 

1. How did Anna Atkins use science to make photos? (She put objects on special paper and placed the paper 
in the sunlight to make an image appear.) 

2. Why is it important to conserve photographs? (The photos remind of things we may not remember. 
Photos can show us things from before we were born! We want to be able to keep a record of the past.)  

3. What questions would you want to ask a photo conservator? (What is the most interesting photo you 
have seen? What problems have you had to solve or fix? What do you like best about your work? How 
does new technology change your work?) 

 

 

 

 




